
E X C L U S I V E  I T E M S

F O R  U N I Q U E  D E S T I N AT I O N S



Your office essentials never looked so good, clean 

and stylish until now! Explore our business collection 

exclusive items and add a touch of summer’s sandy beige 

and white to your business life!

01. Umbrella
This stylish umbrella with wooden handle is the perfect accessory 

to cheer you up in any dismal weather. Size: 89cm.

€19.90

02. Mousepad
High quality matt surface mousepad, promoting smooth 

mouse gliding and enhanced precision. Size: 18.5x23cm.

€4.90

03. Notebook
A handy notebook with leatherette cover can be used  

for note-taking or jotting down ideas. Size: 14x21cm.

€9.90

04. Keyring
Soft and flexible PVC key rings made with rubber,  

are the most stylish solution for your home, office  

or car keys. Size: 7x7cm.

€3.90

05. Magnet
These enamel magnets are the ideal choice to decorate your 

fridge door or magnet board. Size: 5x8cm. 

€2.90
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Fine elegance, attention to detail and a luxurious 

laid-back spirit is the signature of our personal 

collection exclusive items inspired by Greek culture and 

architecture.

01. Scarf
A luxurious square scarf made of 100% silk, especially designed in 

a very light, soft and delicate material for your neck or handbag. 

Size: 55x55cm.

€19.90

02. Tote bag
Our elegant tote bag, made from 100% cotton, with comfortable-

to-wear long handles is perfect for shopping or the beach. 

Size: 38x42cm.

€9.90

03. Wrist bag
Stylish, waterproof, with plastic zip, our wrist bag is the perfect 

accessory for toiletry products, cosmetics, suncare lotion or 

wallet and mobile phone. Size: 35x25cm.

€19.90
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04. Peshtemal
High quality peshtemal towels made from 100% cotton can be 

used at pools, spas, beaches, as beach cover ups or even a light 

blanket by the sofa. Size: 100x165cm.

€22.90

05. T-Shirt
Comfortable and flattering T-shirts for both men and women 

made from 100% cotton, fitting sizes S-XXL.

€11.90

06. Hat
The stylish Panama type hat is here to upgrade your summer 

looks and protect you from the golden sun rays. Size: 56-58cm.

€17,90

07. Kids’ backpack
This comfortable everyday back is all our little friends wish to 

carry on during holidays and school time. Size: 33x23x15cm.

€19,90

08. Playing cards
A set of playing cards in a box featuring your favourite Greek 

destination is the perfect way to enjoy fun family time. 

Plastic/set of 2.

€12,90



Your very own must haves, designed with fine elements 

and luxurious style, just arrived with our homewear 

collection exclusive items to add a unique touch to your 

everyday life!

Home
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01. Coffee mug
A high-quality porcelain mug for tea, coffee or milk, makes the 

perfect gift for everyone! Capacity: 35cl.

€9.90

02. Placemat set
This unique 100% cotton set of 4 placemats allows you to bring 

an extra decorative flavour to your dinner service. Size: 45x35cm. 

€12.90

03. Key plate
The high-quality porcelain key plate is the perfect memorabilia to 

bring back home. Size: 14cm.

€10,90



Follow our ‘LOVE by Mitsis Hotels’ stories, shop 
your favourite exclusive items and stay tuned for 
our latest news and collections!

@lovemitsishotels @lovemitsishotels



Our exclusive collection is inspired by the Greek history, 

culture and architecture. We have handpicked the most 

characteristic representations from our destinations, 

designed them in the most elegant style and assigned 

them the finest materials, in cooperation with local 

suppliers.

Athens
Placed at the edge of tiles, antefixes are 

signature architectural elements of the Greek 

temples. Originated from a small structure 

of Acropolis, were the true roof jewels of the 

buildings in classical Athens. 

Crete
According to Cretan mythology, the Minotaur 

was a creature with a human’s body and a bull’s 

head and tail. He dwelt at the center of the 

Labyrinth, a maze-like construction designed 

on the command of King Minos of Crete. The 

Minotaur was eventually killed by the Athenian 

hero Theseus but remains a powerful symbol for 

Crete and its people.

Rhodes
Handcrafted, piece by piece, pebble mosaic 

floors, depicting floral and mythical scenes, 

first appeared in the Greek world at the late 5th 

century, in public buildings and private houses 

in Rhodes. Today, they still form part of the old-

city’s magic!

Kos
Right at the island’s center, on the ‘Square of 

the Platane’, stands tall a huge tree, known as 

the Tree of Hippocrates. According to legend, 

the ‘father’ of medicine used to teach his 

students under its shade. The curent tree is 

only about 500 years old, but may possibly 

be a descendant of the original tree which 

allegedly stood there 2400 years ago.

Inspired by...



E XC L U S I V E  I T E M S
F O R  U N I Q U E  D E S T I N AT I O N S

The new brand ‘LOVE’ by Mitsis Hotels  
is featuring items designed and produced 
with special care to ensure high quality  
& style. 

Inspired by the Greek history, culture and 
architecture, we have selected the most 
characteristic representations from our 
islands to create an exclusive collection of 
items with the use of the finest materials.

Exclusive items of our unique destinations 
made with love, from our group of hotels 
and family for our guests and friends.

Visit our hotels’ boutiques or our online store to 
shop our exclusive collection

love.mitsishotels.com


